
215ss-10 Floret Pochette

Summary
Lining: Cut fabric as shown. Seam body/bottom piece to side pieces. Fold "folded hem" sections to wrong side. Make 2 of these linings.

Motifs: Create magic ring to begin, then work 84 motifs (small, large, and half) according to charts. Sew to RS of outer lining, distributing evenly.

Finishing: Fasten snap to inner lining of bag (one half of snap per side). Insert inner lining into outer lining; sew together at mouth using mattress stitch. To prevent snaps from coming loose 
from fabric, sew around them through both lining layers.  Fasten O-rings, lobster clasps, and chain to bag.

Abbreviations:
hdc = half double crochet (US)          m = magic ring/circle          RS = right side          WS = wrong side          YO = yarn over

7-hdc embellished bobble stitch = *YO, insert hook from front to back into next stitch, YO, draw yarn through stitch, YO*, repeat from * to * 6 more times (15 loops on hook). YO, draw yarn 
                                                       through all but one loop on hook. YO, draw yarn through 2 loops (one 7-hdc embellished bobble stitch completed.)

© 2015 Pierrot Yarns (Gosyo Co., Ltd.). Translation by Linda Lanz. All rights reserved.

Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Whips [58% acrylic, 30% nylon, 12% wool; 175 yds./160m per 1.41 oz./40g skein];
     • color #02 sweet flower, 1 skein [30g]          • color #04 honey chai, 1 skein [35g]          • color #09 blueberry, 1 skein [35g]

Tools/Notions:
• 3.5mm (US E) crochet hook or size necessary to achieve gauge
• fabric in natural color, 90cm/35.43" by 40cm/15.75"
• magnetic snap
• 120cm/47.24" length of chain
• 2 sets of purse handle hardware (2 O-rings and 2 lobster clasps) 

Finished measurements:
• Please refer to schematics.

Gauge (10cm/4" square):
• large motif : 3.5cm/1.38"
• small motif : 3.0cm/1.18"

Gauge may vary according to individual crochet style. Change hook size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.



Lining instructions

Finished item
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※As much as possible, avoid gaps between 
motifs. However, finished size may vary.

Suggested motif arrangement
※Alternatively, arrange motifs to please your tastes.
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= 7-hdc embellished bobble stitch
※Note: elongate BASE of each hdc.


